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Motivation - I

• Planet formation

– Core accretion (Pollack et al. 1996 standard case model)72 POLLACK ET AL.

FIG. 1. (a) Planet’s mass as a function of time for our baseline model, case J1. In this case, the planet is located at 5.2 AU, the initial surface
density of the protoplanetary disk is 10 g/cm2, and planetesimals that dissolve during their journey through the planet’s envelope are allowed to
sink to the planet’s core; other parameters are listed in Table III. The solid line represents accumulated solid mass, the dotted line accumulated
gas mass, and the dot–dashed line the planet’s total mass. The planet’s growth occurs in three fairly well-defined stages: During the first p5 3 105

years, the planet accumulates solids by rapid runaway accretion; this ‘‘phase 1’’ ends when the planet has severely depleted its feeding zone of
planetesimals. The accretion rates of gas and solids are nearly constant with ṀXY P 2–3ṀZ during most of the p7 3 106 years’ duration of phase
2. The planet’s growth accelerates toward the end of phase 2, and runaway accumulation of gas (and, to a lesser extent, solids) characterizes phase
3. The simulation is stopped when accretion becomes so rapid that our model breaks down. The endpoint is thus an artifact of our technique and
should not be interpreted as an estimate of the planet’s final mass. (b) Logarithm of the mass accretion rates of planetesimals (solid line) and gas
(dotted line) for case J1. Note that the initial accretion rate of gas is extremely slow, but that its value increases rapidly during phase 1 and early
phase 2. The small-scale structure which is particularly prominent during phase 2 is an artifact produced by our method of computation of the
added gas mass from the solar nebula. (c) Luminosity of the protoplanet as a function of time for case J1. Note the strong correlation between
luminosity and accretion rate (cf. b). (d) Surface density of planetesimals in the feeding zone as a function of time for case J1. Planetesimals become
substantially depleted within the planet’s accretion zone during the latter part of phase 1, and the local surface density of planetesimals remains
small throughout phase 2. (e) Four measures of the radius of the growing planetary embryo in case J1. The solid curve shows the radius of the
planet’s core, Rcore , assuming all accreted planetesimals settle down to this core. The dashed curve represents the effective capture radius for
planetesimals 100 km in radius, Rc . The dotted line shows the outer boundary of the gaseous envelope at the ‘‘end’’ of a timestep, Rp . The long-
and short-dashed curve represents the planet’s accretion radius, Ra .

when the protoplanet has virtually emptied its feeding zone volve interacting embryos for accretion to reach the desired
culmination point (Lissauer 1987, Lissauer and Stewartof planetesimals.

If this simulation had been done in a gas-free environ- 1993). However, it is possible to carry our simulations of
the formation of the giant planets to a reasonable endpointment, as might be appropriate for the formation of the

terrestrial planets, then the next phase would have to in- without involving interacting embryos, because of the im-
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Fig. 1.—JHKL excess/diskfraction as a functionof meanclusterage.Ver-
tical error barsrepresentthe statistical errors in our derivedexcess/disk�N
fractions.For all star-forming regionsexceptNGC 2024andNGC 2362,the
horizontalerror barsrepresentthe error in the meanof the individual source
agesderivedfrom a single set of PMS tracks.The ageerror for NGC 2362
was adoptedfrom the literature.Our estimateof the overall systematicun-
certaintyintroducedin usingdifferentPMStracksis plottedin theupperright
corner and is adoptedfor NGC 2024. The decline in the disk fraction as a
function of agesuggestsa disk lifetime of 6 Myr.

isochronefitting as discussedearlier. For comparisonwe also
plot excessfractionsin TaurusandChamaeleonI (opentrian-
gles), derivedfrom similar JHKL observationsin the literature
(i.e., Kenyon& Hartmann1995;Kenyon& Gómez2001).The
agesfor TaurusandChaI wereobtainedfrom Palla& Stahler
(2000).NGC 1960 is not includedin the figure since our ob-
servationsof this clusterextendonly to greaterthan1 M, stars,
whereasin the other clusterswe are completeto ≤1.0 M,.

The dot-dashedline in Figure 1 representsa least-squares
fit to thedataobtainedin our L-bandsurvey (filled triangles).
Vertical error bars representthe statistical errors in our�N
derivedexcess/diskfractions.Horizontalerror barsshowrep-
resentativeerrorsof our adoptedages.The error barsfor the
agesof the Trapezium,Taurus,IC 348,ChaI, andNGC 2264
representthe error in the meanof the individual sourceages
derivedfrom a singlesetof PMS tracks.In order to estimate
theoverallsystematicuncertaintyintroducedin usingdifferent
PMS tracks,we calculatedthe meanageandthe standardde-
viation of the meanagefor NGC 2264( Myr) from2.6� 1.2
five different PMS models(Park et al. 2000;Palla& Stahler
2000).This latterquantity illustratesthe likely systematicun-
certainty introducedby the overall uncertaintiesin the PMS
models.This is plotted in Figure 1. For starswith M,M ≤ 1
and ages≤5 Myr, the overall uncertaintyin the agesfor all
regionsis likely within about1–1.2 Myr. Theplottederror for
NGC 2024 reflectsthis uncertainty. The age error for NGC
2362wasadoptedfrom the literature(Balona& Laney1996).

5. DISCUSSION

We have completedthe first sensitiveL-bandsurvey of a
sampleof young clustersthat spana sufficient rangein age

(0.3–30 Myr) to enableameaningfuldeterminationof thetime-
scale for disk evolution within them. Clustersappearto be
characterizedby a very high initial disk frequency(≥80%),
which then sharply decreaseswith cluster age.One-half the
disksin a clusterpopulationare lost in only about3 Myr, and
the timescalefor essentiallyall the stars to lose their disks
appearsto be about6 Myr.

The precisevalue of this latter timescaleto someextent
dependson the derivedparametersfor the NGC 2362cluster.
Our quotedtimescaleof 6 Myr couldbe somewhatof a lower
limit for two reasons.First, it is possiblethata slightly higher
disk fraction for NGC 2362could be obtainedwith deeperL-
band observations that better samplethe cluster population
below 1 M,. Our earlierobservationsof IC 348 andthe Tra-
pezium cluster show that the disk lifetime appearsto be a
functionof stellarmass(HLL01), with highermassstarslosing
their disks fasterthanlower massstars.However, we notethat
muchdeeperJHK observations(Alves et al. 2001)thatsample
the cluster membershipdown to the hydrogen-burning limit
yield a JHK disk fraction of essentially0%, giving us confi-
dencein the very low disk fraction derivedfrom our present
L-bandobservations.Second,the ageof NGC 2362is depen-
dent on the turnoff ageassignedto only one star, the O star
t CMa. This star is a multiple system,and its luminosity as-
signmentontheH-R diagramis somewhatuncertain(vanLeeu-
wen& vanGenderen1997).Correctionfor multiplicity would
leadto a slightly older age.However, the quoted1 Myr error
in its agelikely reflectsthemagnitudeof this uncertainty(Bal-
ona & Laney 1996). On the other hand,if, for example,the
errorsweretwice aslargeas quoted,theclustercouldhavean
age between3 and 7 Myr. The correspondingage and the
overalldisk lifetime derivedfrom a least-squaresfit to thedata
would be between4 and8 Myr. Even if the timescalefor all
disksto be lost wasaslargeas 8 Myr, our survey datawould
still requirethatone-halfthestarslosetheirdisksonatimescale
less than 4 Myr. Finally, an even older age for NGC 2362
would likely indicatethat the decreasein disk fraction with
time doesnot follow a single linear fit; that is, after a rapid
declineduringwhichmoststarslosttheirdisks,thedisk fraction
in clusterswould decreasemoreslowly, with a small number
of stars(∼10%) retainingtheir disks for timescomparableto
the clusterage.On the other hand,we estimatethedynamical
ageof the S310H ii region,which surroundsand is excited
by t CMa, to be ∼ yr for pc and6r /v ∼ 5 # 10 r p 50H ii H iiexp

km s�1 (e.g., Lada & Reid 1978; Jonas,Baart, &v p 10exp

Nicolson1998).This is consistentwith the turnoff ageof the
clusterderivedfrom theH-R diagramandsupportsourestimate
of ∼6 Myr for the overall disk lifetime.

We point out that our L-bandobservationsdirectly measure
theexcesscausedby thepresenceof small (micron-sized),hot
(∼900 K) dustgrainsin the innerregionsof the circumstellar
diskandtheseobservationsaresensitiveto very smallamounts
(∼1020 g) of dust.We expectthat, if thereis gasin the disk,
turbulentmotionswill alwayskeepsignificantamountsof small
dust particlesmixed with the gas (Ruden1999); thus, dust
shouldremaina goodtracerof gasin thedisksastheyevolve
to form planets.Indeed,recentobservations of H2 in older
debrisdisksappearto confirm this assertion(Thi et al. 2001).
Consequently, stars that did not show infrared excessesare
likely to be significantly devoidof gasaswell as dust.There
is also evidencethat the presenceof dust in the inner disk
regionsis linked with the presenceof dust in the outer disk
regions(i.e., AU) wheremostplanetformationis likelyr 1 1
to occur. Earlier, HLL01 noted a strong correlationbetween

∗ Core masses seem too high
∗ Timescales too long (eg. Haisch et al. 2001 for disc dissipation)
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Motivation - II

• How bright and large are young planets and BDs?

– Measurements and models do not seem to agree (Close et al. 2005)

NACO Simultaneous Differential Imager, NACO SDI) we obtained
observations of AB Dor B with the Very Large Telescope (VLT). We
found it to be separated by 9.09 ^ 0.01 00 (135 AU) from AB Dor A at
a position angle of 345.9 ^ 0.38. It is a common-proper-motion
companion of AB Dor A and has a spectral type of M3–M5
(refs 11, 16); it is also known as Rst 137B orHBC 434.We discovered
AB Dor B itself to be a tight 0.070 00 binary (henceforth called AB
Dor Ba, Bb) with position angle 238.6 ^ 0.38 and a Ks flux ratio of
0.67 ^ 0.06mag.

We also detected a faint close companion to AB Dor A (Fig. 1).
This companion is the very-low-mass object AB Dor C which had
produced the astrometric reflex motion of AB Dor A observed
by ref. 17 from very long baseline interferometry (VLBI) and
HIPPARCOS data. Encouraged by this result17, the Hubble Space
Telescope with NICMOS tried to detect this faint companion
(R. Rebolo, personal communication) but failed owing to the

high contrast required at ,0.3 00 separations. It was not until the
commissioning of our SDI camera that direct imaging of AB Dor C
occurred.
Once we had identified the exact location of AB Dor C we used

the normal imaging modes of NACO to detect the companion at J
(1.2 mm), H (1.65mm), and Ks (2.1 mm). The companionwas found
to be 80 ^ 15 times fainter at Ks, 120 ^ 15 times fainter at H and
150 ^ 30 times fainter at J (2j errors). The location of the
secondary was 0.156 ^ 0.010 arcsec with a position angle of
127 ^ 18 east of north.
To obtain an accurate measurement of the mass of AB Dor C, we

used astrometric data17 to make an exploration of the orbital
parameter space of the reflex motion of AB Dor A (similar to the
orbit exploration described17), imposing as a constraint on the
search that the predicted relative position of AB Dor A and AB Dor
Cwas coincident, within the uncertainties, with the relative position
measured on the NACO SDI detection image (to be conservative,
SDI position uncertainties were increased by 50%). Because AB Dor
A has Teff ¼ 5,081K and 0.388L(, where L( is the luminosity of the
Sun, calibrated solar-mass PMS models1,18 predict masses of
0.853M( and 0.849M(, where M( is the mass of the Sun. In
addition, extrapolating from empirical19 (model-independent)
tracks suggests a mass of 0.893M(. Hence we adopt a mass of
0.865 ^ 0.034M( for AB Dor A. Therefore, Kepler’s third law
applied to the orbital solution (see Fig. 2) yields a mass of
0.090 ^ 0.005M( for AB Dor C.
At a mass of just 0.09M( AB Dor C is just above the mass of a

brown dwarf. Such very-low-mass (,0.1M() objects are very rare
close companions (,1% of stars have brown dwarf companions at
,5 AU). At a separation of just 2.3 AU, AB Dor C is the rare example
of a very-low-mass object right in the middle of the ‘brown dwarf
desert’.
From the 2MASS 1–2.5-mm (near-infrared) fluxes of AB Dor A

(which we confirmed from our NACO observations), we derived
apparent magnitudes of mJ ¼ 10:76þ0:19

20:24, mH ¼ 10:04þ0:13
20:15 and

mKs ¼ 9:45þ0:12
20:15 for AB Dor C. Using the HIPPARCOS7 parallax

distance of 14.94 pc, AB Dor C has absolute magnitudes
of MJ ¼ 9:89þ0:19

20:24, MH ¼ 9:19þ0:13
20:15 and MKs ¼ 8:57þ0:12

20:15. The near-
infrared colours of AB Dor C (m J 2 mKs ¼ 1.3 ^ 0.4;

Figure 3 The spectrum of AB Dor C. The K-band spectrum of AB Dor C (solid line)

as compared to the best-fit M8 template29 (GL 752B; dashed line). This is the first

time a spectrum has been extracted from a companion within 0.16
00
of a primary

.80 times brighter. Note the strong 2.2-mm Na I line due to the lower surface gravity

of AB Dor C.

Figure 4 The observations are poorly fitted by the models. The first test of the low-mass

DUSTY evolutionary tracks of ref. 1 at young ages (solid line, 0.090M( track; dashed

lines, 0.085M( and 0.095M( tracks). Note how throughout the near-infrared (J, H and

Ks; 1–2.5mm) the models systematically overestimate the luminosity and temperature of

AB Dor C (cross shows 2j errors). Low-mass evolutionary tracks (particularly at H and J)

will have to be significantly adjusted to lower luminosities and temperatures to fit the first

young mass–luminosity calibrator AB Dor C. The predicted Ks flux is closer than that of H

or J.
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– Uncertainties at early ages (eg. Baraffe et al. 2003)
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Motivation - III

– Mass-radius relation (Pont et al. 2005)1136 F. Pont et al.: Follow-up of OGLE transits in Carina

Fig. 9. Mass-radius relation for low-mass stars and planets. Black dots
show the objects in this study with well-determined mass and radius,
crosses the objects with higher uncertainties. Diamonds show Jupiter
and Saturn, open circles the results of the OGLE bulge

�
elds from

Paper I, the hexagons are the three other transiting planets HD 209458
(Brown et al. 2001), OGLE-TR-56 (Konacki et al. 2003a) and TrES-1
(Alonso et al. 2004). The lines show the models of Girardi et al. (2002)
for Solar-type stars, for ages 0, 3 and 10 Gyr, and of Baraffe et al.
(1998) and Chabrier et al. (2000) for low-mass stars, brown dwarfs
and planets for ages 0.5 and 5 Gyr.

The absence of heavy (2–10 MJ) gas giants is more sig-
ni� cant, since these are expected to have radii comparable or
larger than hot Jupiters. Their absence is in agreement with in-
dications from Doppler surveys that heavy gas giants are not
found on tight orbits (Zucker & Mazeh 2002; Udry et al. 2002;
Pätzold & Rauer 2002) except in binary systems (Eggenberger
et al. 2004).

The absence of R > 1.3 RJ hot Jupiters like HD 209458
in the OGLE Carina survey is a strong constraint, since such
objects would have been much easier to detect in a transit sur-
vey than the three detected planets (see Sect. 5.4 below). This
indicates that cases such as HD 209458 are relatively rare.

Finally, the absence of credible candidates for light transit-
ing planets in our sample (OGLE-TR-109, 124 and 131 could
in principle harbour such objects, but as discussed in Sect. 4.4
an explantion in terms of false transit positive is found to be
more likely) indicates that “hot Saturns” generally have smaller
radii, or are less numerous than hot Jupiters. Some models of
pure H-He close-in gas giants (Guillot 2005) show that light
close-in planets could be i�������
	�� to 1 RJ or higher by the in-
cident � ux of the star. Catastrophic evaporation scenarios like
that of Baraffe et al. (2004) also predict a light, expanded but
very transient state. The non-detection of R ∼ 1 RJ light planets
in transit surveys needs to be con� rmed with higher statistics
but could indicate that hot Saturns have smaller radii than more
massive gas giants, possibly indicating the presence of heavier
material in their composition (Guillot 2005).

Fig. 10. Mass-radius relation for M-dwarfs. Black dots show the ob-
jects in this study with well-determined mass and radius, open circles
the results of the OGLE bulge

�
elds from Paper I. Triangles are data

from equal-mass eclipsing binaries (Metcalfe et al. 1996; Ribas 2003)
and crosses from interferometry (Lane et al. 2001; Ségransan et al.
2003). The lines show the models of Baraffe et al. (1998) and Chabrier
et al. (2000) for low-mass stars and brown dwarfs for ages 0.5 and
5 Gyr. The vertical line shows the brown dwarf limit. The crossed cir-
cle is the position of our tentative solution for OGLE-TR-123.

There are several objects for which we obtained only one
measurement indicating a probable small eclipsing companion.
Further radial velocity monitoring of these objects would be
useful in the context of the low-mass stellar mass-radius rela-
tion. These are OGLE-TR-98, 99, 126 (and to a lesser degree
OGLE-TR-94 with a probable grazing eclipse). As mentioned
above, OGLE-TR-123 is especially interesting as a potential
transiting brown dwarf.

5.2. Orbital circularisation timescale

Binaries with periods smaller than about 10 days are observed
to be circularised by tidal interaction, except when a third body
can pump eccentricity into the orbit (Udry et al. 2000). In sev-
eral cases our radial velocity measurements are numerous and
precise enough compared to the orbital amplitude for a precise
determination of the orbital eccentricity, the value of the pe-
riod being � xed by the transit signal. Simple models predict a
1/(1 + q)q dependence of the orbital circularisation timescale
(Zahn 1989), where q is the mass ratio, and therefore the cir-
cularisation is expected to take longer for lighter companions.
This is indeed what we observed. From this data we conclude
that the typical circularisation period for small M-dwarf reach
down to 5 days, i.e. as low as for hot Jupiters.

∗ Lack of objects with M , R in the BD regime
∗ Those found so far have uncertain (and mostly old) ages
⇒ Look for low-mass EBs in young open clusters
→ Empirical mass determination (one of most accurate methods)
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The Monitor project

• Transit survey

– Wide-field optical mosaics
– 2− 4 m telescopes
– Monitor 1000s of stars
– RV followup → M , R

• In young open clusters and SFRs

– Known age (and metallicity)
– Bloated primaries → improved

alignment probability

• Concentrating on low- and very
low-mass primaries

– Deeper transits
– Larger RV amplitudes make

follow-up easier
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Problems

• Strong bias toward short periods (eg. Gaudi et al. 2005)

• Contamination from (background) blends

• Requires a large number of observations per field

– Can be partly mitigated by observing strategy

• Activity and accretion-related variability impede detection

– Variability filters
– Simultaneous V and I monitoring (transits achromatic whereas

variability tends not to be)

• Faint stars and RV jitter may impede RV follow-up

– 0.03 M� BD in 3 day orbit around M� star → RV amplitude 3 km s−1

– 1 MJup planet in 3 day orbit around M� star→ RV amplitude 140 m s−1

– Expect jitter ∼ 60 m s−1 at 3 Myr
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Related work

• Including:
– EXPLORE-OC (von Braun et al. 2004)
– St Andrews Open Cluster Planet Search (Street et al. 2003, Bramich

et al. 2005)
– PISCES (Mochejska et al. 2002, 2004, 2005)

• No detections so far

• Hebb et al. 2004
– Survey of mid-age open clusters

(180 Myr− 1 Gyr)

– M-dwarf EB candidate in M35

– Secondary eclipse detected in
original INT/KPNO survey

– Primary eclipse detected during
Monitor Jan 2005 INT run!
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Targets

• Ages up to ∼ 200 Myr

• Need to be relatively rich and compact

• Small distance modulus to reach low-mass
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Photometric precision

• We can reach peak precision of ∼ 2 mmag

• Better than 1% to i ∼ 19 (CTIO), i ∼ 17 (INT)

• Eclipse depths due to hot Jupiters ∼ 1%, EBs 1− 10%
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Eclipse candidate selection

• Search lightcurves of unblended stars

– Uses transit search algorithm of Aigrain & Irwin (2004)
– ONC there is too much variability – so do by eyeball instead

• Remove any rotational modulation where necessary

• Determine eclipse parameters

– Check duty cycle (duration / period) consistent with eclipses
– Obtain approximate primary M , R from colours and models
– Transit depth gives estimate of minimum secondary radius
– Transit duration gives estimate of minimum secondary mass
– See Seager & Mallén-Ornelas 2003 for much more detail
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Candidates

• 12 high-quality candidates, 4 lower-quality

M34, M50, NGC 2362 ONC
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Spectroscopic follow-up

• Establish membership and spectral type of primary

• Multi-epoch RV measurements to constrain secondary mass

• WHT ISIS December 2005
– Single-epoch RV (to 4 km s−1) + classification (bright targets)
– More epochs via collaboration

Candidate ONC-1-290 blue arm spectrum: M4-M5 Candidate ONC-1-290 red arm spectrum
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Rotation periods – M34
• 67 members show periodic

variations (rotational modulation)

• 8 nights data in V and i

• Sensitive out to 16 days

• Can constrain rotational evolution 1− 200 Myr
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Conclusions and future work

• Working to obtain a sample of young low-mass EBs

• Could discover first young transiting planet in an open cluster

• All at well-known ages

• We have a number of candidates requiring follow-up
– First follow-up from WHT ISIS looks promising
– Spectroscopic time very hard to come by

• More photometry and spectroscopy to come...
– Including WFCAM survey (near-IR photometric monitoring)

• Secondary science:
– Rotation period studies in all clusters (where possible)
– Flares in ONC (and possibly others)
– X-ray – optical connection in ONC with COUP
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